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VOCAL

43

\[ \text{Sunbeam shine a little rain must fall} \quad \text{The weather always can't be fine} \]

48

\[ \text{A little rain must fall the roses may be there} \quad \text{Behind the garden wall} \]

54

\[ \text{Before their fragrance fills the air} \quad \text{A little rain must fall} \quad \text{So why not try} \]

59

\[ \text{To be prepared when the sky is grey} \quad \text{A smile is never scared} \]

64

\[ \text{Of a rainy day} \quad \text{A tear drop when you're blue is nothing after all} \]

69

\[ \text{To bring the rainbow back to you} \quad \text{A little rain must fall} \]
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